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INTRODUCTION 

The Sullivan Project - Ocean Drilling Project field trip focuses on the nature of the 
Aldridge Formation in the vicinity of the Sullivan mine, southeastern British Columbia. The 
field mp is not a general o v e ~ e w  of the geology of this area but instead pays special attention 
to elucidating the tectonic setting of this Proterozoic sedimentary basin during a period of 
synrift hubidite sed'intation; intrusion by mafic magma; significant heating, movement and 
exhalation of hydrothermal fluids, and formation of extensive sediment alteration and miner- 
alization includmg formation of the world class Sullivan orebody. 

This field guide is a preliminary version of the guide which will be prepared for a 
Belt Sympium field trip in August, 1993. As such it has not been subjected to the normal 
scientific and editorial review process. 

The purpose of this field trip is to: 
* Establish the general structural and stratigraphic setting of the -dge 

Formation (Stops 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-8); 
* Demonstrate the distribution and character of the gabbro sill complex within 

the lower and middle Aldridge Formation (Stops 1-3, 1-6, 2-6) 
* Demonstrate relationships of sediment alteration to gabbro sill contacts 

(Stops 1-3, 1-5, 1-6, 1-7, 2-5) 
* Discuss (he nature of the Sullivan stratiform zinc-lead deposit (Stop 2-1) in 

relation to the adjacent stmctnral corridor of altered, mineralized and 
fragmented strata (Stops 2-4,2-5). 

The route of Day 1 starts in Kimberley and follows highways 95A, 95 and 3 to the 
vicinity of Creston (Figure 1). Day 1 focuses on stratigraphy, gabbro sills and related sediment 
alteration. During the morning of Day 2 the field trip will divide into two groups; one visits 
the Sullivan mine at Kimberley and the other, the St. Joe prospect south of Cranbrook. The 

DAY 1 

STOP 
1 - 1  
1-2 
1-3 
1-4  
1-5 
1-6 
1-7 
1-8 

STOP 
Trip 2A 
2-1 
Trip 26 
2-2  

PURPOSE 
View, setting of Sullivan mine. Now Star Ski area 
Lower Aldridge Formation. Mark Creek. Marysvaie 
Middle Aldridge Formation and Moyie gabbro, Lumbenon 
marker horizon. Moyie River 
Creston Formation. Moyie Fault zone 
discordant pipe, middle Aldridge Formation, Moyie L&e 
gabbro sill, granophyre and fragmental. Kitchener 
albitite alteration, middle Aldridge Formation. N. Goat River Road 

DAY 2 

PURPOSE 

Sullivan mine tour 

St. Joe prwpect, volcanic Nfl and channel deposit. Middle Aldridge Fm. 
St. Joe prospect, discordant breccias, tourmalinite in Middle Aidridge Fm. 

Suilivan-North Star corridor, view stop. Sullivan mine road 
alteration and lragmentais. North Star Hill 
view of gabbro sill-sediment stratigraphy. Bootleg Mtn.. St. Mary Valley 
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field trip will rejoin for lunch. During the afternoon, the field trip route will start in Kimberley 
and wntinue to the southwest up the St. Mary valley. During Day 2 emphasis is placed on 
Proterozoic hydrothermal mineralization and alteration within the Aldridge Formation. 

The guidebook uses material from earlier mapping (e.g. Hiy, 1984, Hoy and Diakow, 
1982; Hiy and Carter, 1988) and field trips (e.g. Hiy et al., 1985 ). New data and ideas come 
from recent reports of the B.C. Geological Survey Branch (e.g. H6y, 1989; in press) and 
Geological Survey of Canada (e.g. Leitch, 1991, 1992a, 1992b; Leitch et al., 1991; Leitch 
and Turner, 1991, 1992; lhrner and Leitch, 1992). 
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fragmental rocks in the Sullivan mine by Gary Delaney and Bob Hauser (1983) which were of 
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on many aspects, including extensive organic laminites in the modern Black Sea. Discussions 
with Norris del be1 Belluz, John Hamilton, Marcia Knapp and Paul Ransom of Cominco Ltd., 
and Art Hagen and Gerry Mason have assisted our understanding of Sullivan and Aldridge 
geology. 

Many diagrams were prepared by John Armitage of the B.C. Geological Survey 
Branch; others, of lesser quality, by the authors! Brian Grant is thanked for his ed~torial efforts 
in producing the manuscript, and John Hamilton and Marcia Knapp, Cominco, for editorial 
comments. 
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GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE 
BELT-PURCELL BASIN 

T. Hoy, R.J.W. Turner 

Structure 
The Sullivan deposit, one of the worlds largest massive sulphide deposits, occurs 

within a sequence of middle Proterozoic turbidites more than 3.5 km thick in southeastern 
British Columbia (Figure 2). It is withm the Foreland Thrust and Fold belt (Monger et al., 
1982), characterized by shallow, easterly verging thrust faults and broad open folds. 

The structure of the western part of the Foreland Thrust belt, west of the Rocky 
Mountain trench (Figure 2) is dominated by the Purcell anticlinorium, a generally north-plung- 
ing structure that is cored by the middle Proterozoic Purcell Supergroup and the late Proterozoic 
Wmdermere Supergroup and flanked by Paleozoic miogeoclinal rocks. The anticlinorium is 
allochthonous, carried eastward and onto underlying cratonic basement by generally north 
trending thrust faults during the Laramide orogeny in late Mesozoic and Early Tertiary time 
(Price, 1981). The anticlinorium is cut by prominent northeast trending faults, including the 
Moyie and St. Mary faults, and along its eastern edge by north trending, west-side dnvnnormal 
faults, such as the Gold Creek and Rocky Mountain Trench faults (Figure 2). 

The northeast trending structures are within or parallel to a broad structural zone that 
cuts the Purcell anticlinorium, crosses the Rocky Mountain trench and extends northeastward 
across the Foreland Thrust belt. A conspicous change in structural grain, from northward 
north of the zone to northwestward to the south, and by pronounced and fundamental changes 
in thickness and facies of sedimentary rocks that range in age from middle Proterozic to early 
Paleozoic. These changes reflect tectonics during filling the Purcell basin. 

Stratigraphy and Proterozoic rifting 
The Purcell Supergroup succession and its correlation with contiguous Belt Super- 

group rocks in the Unites States is illustrated in Figure 3. It comprises dominantly turhidite 
deposits of the Aldridge Formation, overlain by shallow-water to locally subaerial clastic and 
carbonate rocks. The Nicol Creek basalts are a prominent marker succession that is centred 
near the present position of the Rocky Mountain trench. Within the Aldridge Formation and 
correlative rocks east of the trench, the Fort Steele Formation, is a thick sequence of gabbroic 
sills and dikes, the Moyie sills, that locally were intruded into wet, unconsolidated sediments 
(HGy, 1989). A U-Pb zircon age of 1445 Ma on one of these sills (Hby, op cit.) provides a 
minimum age for Aldridge sedimentation and formation of the Sullivan deposit. These sills 
and associated alteration will be the focus of a number of stops. 

The Purcell Supergroup has been affected by several episodes of deformation in middle 
and late Proterozoic time. The earliest event recorded in Purcell stratigraphy is schematically 
shnvn in Figure 4. It comprised extensional tectonics resulting in prominent block faulting 
along the margin of the Purcell basin during deposition of the Fort Steele and Aldridge 
formations. The Boulder Creek fault and the segment of the Rocky Mountain trench fault 
north of Boulder Creek coincide with a marked change in the character of lower Purcell rocks, 
from dominantly fluvial (Fort Steele Formation), shallow-water and minor turbidite deposits 
in the Northern Hughes Range to a thick succession of Aldridge turbidites west of the trench. 
In late middle Aldridge time, turbidite deposition extended over the basin margin (Figures 4b, 
5); evidence of growth faulting is not evident in late Aldridge time as upper Aldridge rocks 
extend across the basin margin. 
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Figure 2. Geological map of the Fernie wesr-halfmap sheer and eastern pan of fhe Nelson east-half 
@om H6y and Carter, 1988; Hby. in press) 
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Figure 5. An isopach map of middle Aldridge rurbidires, restored for movnnenrs on rhe Sf. Mary and Moyie faulrs. Rose dia- 
grams are measured and resroredpaleocurrenr direct iomfin basal scorirs and crosr lmninarions P o ~ n  Hdy. in 
pres.?). 

Tectonism continued along the Purcell basin margin during deposition of younger 
Purcell Supergroup rocks. An isopach map of the Nicol Creek Formation shows that the most 
voluminous extmsion of basaltic lava occured along the eastern margin of the basin (Hoy, in 
press). In the Skookumchuck area 30 kilometres northeast of Sullivan, dramatic changes in 
thickness and facies of the Sheppard and Gateway formations are caused by extensional growth 
faults and resultant subsidence (Figure 6). The overlying Phillips Formation, a regional 
mauve-coloured marker unit in both Belt and Purcell supergroup rocks, also dies out here, 
supplanted to the north by green facies in the Dutch Creek Formation. 

Tectonic instability along the Purcell basin margin is also evident in the Moyie Lake 
area southeast of Cranhrook. A prominent fluviatile wnglomerate, up to 9 metres thick, has 
locally cut through and removed up to several hundred metres of the Nicol Creek Formation 
(HQ, in press). Clasts within the conglomerate include some medium-grained intrusive 
boulders that have been dated at ca. 1514 Ma. The size of these boulders and their inferred 
exotic provenance suggests that basement must have been exposed locally during deposition 
of late Purcell Supergroup rocks. This implies development of growth faulting with consid- 

Q B. C. Geolo~ica l  S~irvev Branch 
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erable movement as the boulder conglomerate is underlain by at least 9 kilometres of Purcell 
Supergroup stratigraphy. 

In summary, the Purcell Supergroup in the Sullivan area was deposited along a 
tectonically active basin margin. Dramatic thickness and facies variations here record 
Purcell-age growth faults and contrast with gradual changes characteristic of most Purcell and 
Belt rocks elsewhere. These faults reflect deep crustal structures, structures that modified 
incipient Purcell rifting, and led to the development of an intracratonic basin in middle 
Proterozoic time. 

Paleogeographic setting 

Recent paleotectonic reconstructions of the Proterozoic supercontinent (e.g. Hoffman, 
1991) would suggest an intracratonic position of the Belt-Purcell basin (Figure 7). This 
strengthens arguments that the Belt-Purcell basin formed below an intracratonic lake (Winston, 
1984), possibly analoguous to the rift setting of Lake Baikal, Russia or the East African Rift 
system. If a marine environment, the Belt-basin was part of an elongate, narrow seaway, 
perhaps analogous to parts of the Gulf of California or the Red Sea. In either case, the Belt 
Basin lay within a large landmass. Paleomagnetic data that suggest an equatorial latitude and 
the fact the Proterozoic continents were unvegetated suggest a lake or marine basin in a hot 
desert landscape. North to south turbidite paleocurrent data from the Aldridge Formation 
suggest sediment input, likely fluvial, from the south. It would also be expected that aeolian 
sedimentation within the basin could have been significant (See Stop 1-4). 

I ** 
A. PRE NICOL CREEK TIME 

I BRADFORD LOOKOUT 
CREEK MOUNTAIN 

LARCHWOOD ECHOES 
LAKE LAKE 

1 I J- Nicoi Creek / 
. ........................ .............. ....... ........................................................ Ian  C r e e r  ................................................... ...................................................... ..................................... ......... .. - -. . .  - - -. ... -. .... -. . . . .  ,- .- 
.--.- . . ~ - .- ... -. ..... - 2 .,:cn e.,e, 

- .. 
7 -. .. - . -  

/ B. POST NlCOL CREEK TIME 

I Mount Nelson 

I I---- - - - - - - - - - Roorviile 

I Phillips 

Dutch r Nicol Creek 
Creek 

van Creek 

Kifchener 

Figure 6. Postulafed modelfor deposition of upper Purcell rock, Skook~cmch~rck area, showing eflecfs of Inre PurceN fecronism 
(@er Carter and He, 1987). 
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Figure 7. Pnleotectonic reconsfruction of Praerozoic sldperconlinenr. Locotion of Belr-PtrrceN basin is nored @om Ross, 1992). 

- 
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FIELD TRIP ROAD LOG AND COMMENTS 



Figure 8. Panorainic v i e w f i n  base of Kunberlty Ski area (Slop 1-1) lookingfrorn nortlteast to sorttheasf. Visible are the Sullivan mine, St. Mary 
River valley, the Roch Mountain Trench, and the Huzhes Range Md Steeples east ofthe Rockv Mountain Trench. Aooroxiinare loca. . . 
lions of the Kunberlty fault, Sf.Marys faulr. Rocky ~ irrn ta in  Cench fault; as well as distribur;on of rock unirs. 
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DAY 1: KIMBERLEY TO CRESTON: 
STRATIGRAPHY, GABBRO SILLS 
AND ALTERATION 

The ODP-Sullivan field trip starts at the Purcell Condominium, Kimberley Ski Resort, 
Kimberley. For the convenience of future guidebook users all distances are given from the 
traffic lights at Ross and Wallinger Streets, the main intersection in downtown Kimberley. 

Start Point 

0.0 km Ross St. and Wallinger St., Kimberley, B.C. Drive west on Ross St. (which be- 
comes Gerry Sorenson Way) following signs to Kimberley Ski Area. Ascend 
switch backs passing Happy Hans Campground. Stay left at fork in road to Pur- 
cell, Rocky Mountain and Silver Birch Condominium/chalets. Turn right at top of 
hill onto road to ski lodge complex; pull off on right side (Figure 1). 

STOP 1-1: 

VIEW OF SULLNAN MINE AND ENVIRONS, 
NORTH STAR SKI AREA (Hoy) 

This stop provides an overview and introduction to the regional geological setting of 
the Aldridge Formation and the Sullivan deposit. The comments below are largely summarized 
from the previous general geology section. 

The view (Figure 8) looks across the Rocky Mountain trench to the Hughes Range in 
the Western Rocky Mountains. In the forground, along the eastern edge of the Purcell 
Mountains, is the Sullivan mine and Concentrator Hill across which occurs the lower-middle 
Aldridge contact and the stratigraphic position of the Sullivan deposit. In the distance, Fort 
Steele Formation rocks are exposed on the lower slopes of the Hughes Range, overlain by the 
Aldridge Formation and younger Purcell Supergroup rocks. 

Comment 
The Rocky MountainTrench coincides, at this latitude, with a west-side downTertiary 

normal fault, theRocky Mountain Trench fault. It follows approximately thelocusofprominent 
facies and thickness changes in middle Proterozoic Purcell rocks, with fluvial quartzites of the 
Fort Steele Formation at the base of the succession in the Northern Hughes Range and 
correlative deep-water turbidite facies in the Purcell Mountains. 

The Boulder Creek fault, which occurs in thevalley just north of Mount Fisher (Figure 
8), also follows the locus of a middle Proterozoic structure. To the south, turbidites similar 
to those in the Purcell Mountains are exposed. Thus the Boulder Creek fault and a segment 
of the Rocky Mountain trench fault outline a block of Purcell rocks in the Northern Hughes 
Range that marks the northern and eastern edge of the Purcell basin. 

Return to Kimberley. 

0.0 km Ross St. and Wallinger St., Kimberley, B.C. Drive south on Wallinger (Highway 
95A). 

5.8 km Intersection, St. Marys Lake Road; continue on 95A. 
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STOP 1-2 

6.6 km LOWER ALDRIDGE FORMATION, MARK CREEK, 
MARYSVZLLE (Hoy and Anderson) 

As you enter Marymille, park on north side of road immediately east of bridge across 
Mark Creek (Figure 1). Cross road and footbridge to boardwalk trail along west side of creek. 

The lower Aldridge Formation, comprising thin-bedded, well-laminated argillite and 
wacke is well exposed in the walls of the creek, especially downstream from the falls. 

Comment 
The lower Aldridge comprises dominantly ms in to medium-bedded, 

fme-grained quartz wacke and siltstone. Quartz wacke beds are commonly graded or locally 
crossbedded and, less commonly, have well-developed basal scours indicative of turbidite 
deposition. In the Kimberley area, a succession of grey-weathering quartz wacke and arenite 
250 metres thick ("lower quartziten) occurs approximately 300 metres below the Sullivan 
horizon and the base of the middle Aldridge. The contact with the middle Aldridge is placed 
at the base of the first prominent blocky, grey-weathering quartz w k e  bed. The contact is 
generally gradational and rusty-weathering quartz wacke beds are conspicuous in the top few 
tens of metres of the lower Aldridge. To the southwest east of Creston (see Figure I), the 
distinction between the upper part of the lower and the middle Aldridge 1s less pronounced and 
it is difficult, based on lithology alone, to separate them. 

The average modal composition of "unaltered" lower Aldridge siltstones based on six 
samples (see Fig. 28) is: quartz 4096, biotite 30%, muscovite 10 %, K-feldspar lo%, plagioclase 
7%,  sphene 396, tourmaline 2%, pyrite 2%, organic carbon 1 %, pyrrhotite 1 %, and trace 
amounts of chlorite, carbonate, epidote, monazite, apatite, mtile, and ?zircon. These modal 
data compare reasonably well with data of Edmunds (1977), who found evidence of a bimodal 
populationamongst his 95 m p l e s  ofdominantly middle Aldridge rocks, leading him to class~fy 
them into "argillite" and "greywacke". 

Based on their common occurrence as anhedral grains w~th  a clast-l~ke habit, we 
interpret the quartz, plagioclase, apatite, monazite and possibly some of the coarse muscovite 
to represent original detrital components. Albitization of K-feldspar and plagioclase, common 
belau 2500 m depth during sediment diagenesis (Boles, 1982), and metamorph~sm, account 
for the albitic feldspar; biotite is interpreted as metamorphosed detrital and authigenic clays. 
Tourmaline, characterized by coarse (0.1 - 0.2 mm) euhedral schorl (iron tourmallne), may be 
of detrital or diagenetic origin. Epidote replaces some plagioclase and may be related to the 
diagenesis or metamorphism of feldspars. Sphene appears detrital in unaltered sediments but 
can also occur as part of the hydrothermal assemblage. Apatite may be detrital or metamorphic 
after an authigenic phosphatic mineral. Pyrrbotite and pyrite are common minerals, presum- 
ably related to diagenetic sulphate reduction in shallowly buried sediments. 

6.7 lon Marysville 

12.9 lon Hill to west (Lone Pine Hill) is underlain by irregular bodies of gabhro (H6y and 
Carter, 1988). 

15.3 irm Junction, Wycliffe Road 

15.9 lon View across St. Marys River. Bluffs on south side expose Pliestocence gravels 
and sands. 

21 lon Bridge over St. Marys h e r  

26.2 lon Raiiway overpass 

28.3 Ian Junction of Highways 95A and 9513. Take onramp onto Highway 9513 heading 
south. Drive through Cranbrook following signs for H~ghway 9513 (at second - - . . 
lights Nm tight). 

14 B. C. Geological S~tn,ey Brmtch 
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37.4 km Travel Information Center (east side) and Jim Smith Road (west side). 

42.4 km bluffs to west expose gabbro (H6y and Carter, 1988). 

STOP 1-3 

48.4 krn: MIDDLE ALDRIDGE FORMATION AND MOYIE SILL-ALDRIDGE 
CONTACT, LUMBERTON ROAD TURNOFF (Hiiy) 

Pull off on west side of Highway 9513 at junction with Lumberton Road (Figure 1). 
Low cliffs on east side of highway expose middle Aldridge strata. A trail at the south end of 
the roadcut heads east from the road and upslope to the base of the cliffs that are visible from 
the highway. At the base of the cliff is a contact behveen gabbro (cliff-former) and underlying 
strata. 

Comment: Middle Aldridge Formation 

The middle Aldridge comprises 2000 to 3000 metres of dominantly well-bedded, 
medium to locally coarse-grained quartz arenite, wacke and siltstone. In general, the basal 
part comprises interbedded quartz wacke and arenite with only minor sections of silty argiuite. 
Within the upper part, beds are typically thinner and the proportion of siltstone and argillite 
increases. The upper part of the middle Aldridge comprises a number of distinct cycles of 
massive, grey arenite beds that grade upward into an interlayered sequence of wacke, siltstone 
and argillite, and are capped by siltstone and argillite. 

Arenite and wacke beds of the middle Aldridge have many structures typical of 
classical turbidite deposits, and many of these are well displayed at this road exposure. Beds 
are laterally extensive and commonly parallel sided. Some may have internal stratification, 
with graded, laminated and crosslaminated divisions. Only rarely, however, is the ideal Bouma 
facies represented. Sole markings, including scours and tool marks, indicate a generally 
northward current transport direction (Figure 5). Within the finer grained turbidites, convolute 
laminations, ripple bedding, and flame structures occur. Concretionary bodies and rip-up clasts 
occur in some beds, and large crystal casts with the swallow tail form of selenite are found in 
some of the more argillaceous beds. 

Moyie Sill - Aldridge Formation Contact 

On the cliffs above the middle Aldridge turbidite exposure is a gabbro sill 66 metres 
thick. It is approximately 1000 metres above the base of the middle Aldridge and is one of a 
number of similar sills within the lower Aldridge and lower part of the middle Aldridge. This 
stop allows a detailed l w k  at the base of one of these sills, the Lumberton sill, and its coutact 
with the Aldridge Formation. 

A schematic section of the Lumberton sill is shown in Figure 9. It is cut by vertical 
quartz-carbonate-sulphide veins with wide hydrothermally altered selvages. Its contact with 
the Aldridge Fonnation, illustrated in Figure 10, is sharp. Buff-coloured, fine-grained siltstone 
(Unit a) with abundant fine aligned muscovite is overlain by coarser grained, granular quartz 
wacke (Unit b). Evidence of alteration includes abundant biotite, dispersed epidote and calcite 
and large isolated chlorite grains. Unit c, immediately adjacent to the sill (Figure lo), 
comprises dominantly fine-grained granular albite (?) with minor dispersed epidote and ragged 
grains of biotite. The contact phase of the sill (Unit d) is intensely altered with large, irregular 
poikiiitic grains of hornblende and abundant chlorite and biotite crystals in a fine-grained matrix 
of plagioclase (albite?), quartz, epidote, biotite and calcite. This alteration, including biotite, 
albite and hydrothermal minerals, is typical of coutact sill alteration. Stops 6 and 7 will also 
examine alteration and structures associated with emplacement of other Moyie sills. 

Informatiori Circular 1992-23 15 
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SILTSTONE - WACKE 

FINE-GRAINED CHILLED MARGIN 
VERY COARSE-GRAINED 
MEDIUM TO COARSE GRAINED 

MEDIUM GRAINED; HYDROTHERMAL 
ALTERATION; QUARTZ-CALCITE VEINING 

BIOTITE HORNFELS 

TURE~DITE WACKE BEDS 

Figure 9. A section through the Lumberton sill, locafed 10 kilornetres due north of Moyie Lake, showing coarse hornblende at 
the bare of the sill and cross-cutting veins (Stop 1-4). 

Figure 10. Photogrqh of baa1 contact of sill wirh underlying seditnenrs (Slop 1-4) 

... ,*, $r. 
16 B. C. Gcologicnl Survey Branch ..d 
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. - COARSE GRAINED 

STRUCTURES FLUID CIRCULATION 

Figure 11. Model for injection ofa Moyie sill into rcnconsolidared iniddle Aldridge ttrrbidires froin H@, 1988). 

Comment 

The Moyie sills comprise dominantly relict hornblende and plagioclase phenocrysts 
in a matrix of altered plagioclase, hornblende, quartz, chlorite and epidote. They are typically 
subalkaline, low-potassium, high-iron tholeiites. Locally, hwever, Moyie sills are alkali 
basaltic in composition (HGy, 1989). 

A number of Moyie sills have unusual contacts and internal structures that indicate 
that they intruded unconsolidated wet sediments (see model, Figure 11). These include 
gradational contacts between sills and sediments, structures attributed to soft sediment 
deformation, obliteration of sedimentary structures immediately adjacent to sills, and large- 
scale dewatering structures (H6y, 1989; in press). 

52.2 km gabbro, road cut 

54.9 km bridge, Moyie River 

STOP 1-4 

54.9 km MARKER LAMINAE, MOYIE RIVER BRIDGE (nrner and Leiteh) 
Pull off on west side of Highway 9513 immediately south of bridge (Figure 1). Cross 

to east side of highway. Climb fence (be careful not to damage fence) and walk to base of cliff 
exposing middle Aldridge strata. Packets of marker laminae occur interhedded with turbidite 
and argillite heds. 

These marker laminae are composed of quartz-biotite-feldspar-epidote-tourmaline 
sphene-allanitecarbon, typical of middle Aldridge strata (Leitch et al., 1991). Dark laminae 
differ from lighter laminae only by a greater abundance of epidote, spbene, allanite and organic 
carbon yielding a distinctive Ca-Ti-C-REE geochemical signature. 
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Comment 

Laminated marker units have been recognized throughout the stratigraphic thickness 
of the middle Aldridge Formation. Recognition and correlation of marker units has resulted 
from the work of Cominw Ltd. over the last 25 years. In particular, detailed knowledge of the 
characteristics of these markers has resulted from the work of Art Hagen. Each marker unit 
has aunique sequence of light anddark laminaecouplets that have beencorrelated over distances 
of several hundred kilometres (Heubschman, 1973). 

Turbidite beds are wriably interbedded withiin a laminite package, locally thickening 
the marker unit. Turb~dite lobes within the middle Aldridge Formation, correlated using 
marker units and offset by the Kimberley Fault, have been used to assist in the determination 
of net movement on the fault and thereby enable testing for the offset position of the Sullivan 
orebody. To date, the sediinffintrusive package indicative of the Sullivan sub-basin, with 
some Pb-Zn sulphides, bas been intersected at depth (Hagen et al., 1989). 

Both dark and light laminae are composed of quartz-feldspar-muscovite-biotite silt, 
similar in composition to silts throughout the middle Aldridge Formation. Petrographically, 
the pale laminae are similar in composition to dark laminae except for greater organic content, 
allanite and sphene (Heubschman, 1973; Leiteh er al., 1991). 

What component of the laminite (i.e. dark laminae or light laminae) reflects ambient 
sedimentation and what reflects episodic sedimentation is an unresolved issue of significant 
importance to the interpretation of the origin of the laminites. Reconnaissance inspection of 
marker laminae units throughout the middle Aldridge Formation reveal that the boundaries 
b e e n  pale and dark laminae are typically diffuse, but occasionally the base of pale laminae 
are sharp. Such assymetric beds with sharp bases and gradational tops suggest rapid 
sedimentation of pale detrital silt interrupted the ambient dark more organic-rich sedimentation. 

Heubschman (1973) interpreted the dark laminae as the fallout of organic blooms in 
surface waters above a stagnant watermass. Recent work in the Black Sea recognizes laminites 
that correlate over distances in excess of 1000 km; laminites are composed of alternating white 
cocolithophorid laminae and black tenigenous laminae (Hay and Honjo, (1989). Spring 
planktonic blooms in surface waters form white laminae; terrigenous sedimentation appears to 
he ambient. This model suggests that the dark organic laminae are episodic; it is unclear how 
this model might explain the assymmetric nature of pale laminae. 

An alternate hypothesis for the origin of the marker laminites in the Aldridge basin 
involves episodic sedimentation of terrigenous material from dust storms. Such aeolian 
deposits could he very widespread if caused by major seasonal storms and would intempt 
ambient, more organic sedimentation. Laminites in the Gulf of California that have been 
correlated throughout a 20 kilometre study area are composed of alternating diatomaceous and 
terrigeneous laminae (Baumgartner et al., 1991). Temgenous laminae are interpreted as 
aeolian rather than river-derived sediments as the lamina sequence does not correspond to the 
discharge data for nearby rivers (Baumgartner et al., 1991). Material transport is associated 
largely with summer convective thunderstom. The setting of the Aldridge lakelsea as an 
intracontinental waterbody at equatorial latitudes surrounded by vast desert continents would 
suggest that some form of aeolian sedimentation occurred. 

56.8 irm: Moyie Fault zone. The Moyie fault zone underlies this valley bottom. (see Stop 
1-5). 

57.3 h: Roadcuts of Kitchener Formation. 

STOP 1-5 

58.1 km: CRESTON FORMATION, MOYIE FAULT SYSTEM, MOYIE LAKE 
(Hay) 

- 
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Park in pullout on west side of highway at curve to east (Figure 1). The pullout has 
an excellent view south and west down and across Moyie Lake. Roadcuts on the east side of 
the highway expose Creston Formation. This stop provides a look at the shallow-water 
succession that overlies turbidites of the Aldridge Formation and an overview of the Moyie 
fault system, one of the northeast-trending faults with a history of movement that can be traced 
back to the Proterozoic. 

Creston Formation 
Roadcuts on the east side of the highway expose rocks of the Creston Formation. The 

Creston Formation is at the base of succession greater than 5 kilometres thick of shallow water 
and subaerial clastic, carbonate and volcanic rocks. The Creston Formation represents the 
shoalimg of the Aldridge lakelsea to a shallow-waterlsubaerial environment. It comprises three 
main subdivisions: a basal silty succession of thim-bedded grey to green siltstone and argillite, 
a middle quartzite succession of coarser grained siltstone and quartz arenite, and an upper 
succession of intermixed green argillaceous siltstone and minor quartz arenite. This stop, near 
the top of the middle member of the Creston Formation, shows many of the sedimentary 
structures indicative of shallow-water deposition: desiccation and syneresis cracks, mud-chip 
breccias, scour-and-fill structures, ripple marks, crossbedding and graded bedding. The 
characteristic bed-form is thim bedded, wavy, commonly laminated argillite-siltite couplets. 

Moyie Fault, Proterozoic And Paleozoic Tectonics 
The MoyieLake new is dominated by a thick succession of northeast dipping Creston 

Formation rocks on the west l i b  of the Moyie anticline. The Moyie fault is well exposed in 
the valley to the west. In the far distance on the east side of the lake, workings of the St. 
Eugene deposit are visible. The deposit occurs in middle and upper Aldridge rocks in the core 
of the Moyie anticline. 

Comment 
The Moyie fault and its extension east of the Rocky Mountain trench, the Dibble Creek 

fault, is a right-lateral reverse fault with an estimated displacement of 12 kilometres during 
eastward thrusting in the late Mesozoic (Benvenuto and Price, 1979; Figure 2). It follows the 
locus of an earlier struchlre, docun~ented by prominent facies changes in lower Paleozoic rocks. 

North of the Moyie fault, a sub-Cambrian unconformity truncates Widermere and 
Purcell rocks at a slight angle, indicative of tilting prior to deposition of Cambrian rocks. A 
tectonic high, referred to as "Montania" (Deiss, 1941), occurred south of the fault in 
pre-Devonian time. North of the Moyie-Dibble faults, a thick sequence of Cambrian through 
Silurian beds is exposed; to the south, Devonian rocks unconformahly overlie upper Purcell 
rocks (see Figure 3). 

Aparallel fault, the St. Mary fault and east of theRocky Mountain trench, the Boulder 
Creek fault, has documented movement in middle Proterozoic time during deposition of the 
Aldridge and Fort Steele formations (see Stop 1; H6y, 1982; 1984). In late Proterozoic time, 
the St. Mary fault was also the locus of extensional block faulting (Lis and Price, 1976), 
referred to as the Goat River orogeny (McMechan and Price, 1982). Northwest of the fault, 
an increasingly thicker succession of Widermere rocks is exposed beneath a lower Cambrian 
unconformity as the fault is approached. Farther southwest, at the south end of Kootenay Lake, 
the Widermere is more than 9 kilometres thick and includes a number of conglomerate units 
that contain clasts derived locally from the underlying Purcell Supergroup. South of the St. 
Mary fault, the Windermere is absent and the Cambrian unconformity cuts Purcell rocks. 

These northeast-trending structures have important implications for base metal 
dcposib, They parallel crustal structures, recognized by prominent magnetic lineations and a 
gravity low (Kanasewich, 1968), which locally controlled the configuration of the Purcell basin 

- 
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margin and localized structures that may have controlled the discharge of metalliferous fluids 
that led to the formation of stratiform sulphide deposits. 

67.1 Lon: Village of Moyie 

67.5 Lon: dumps, St. Eugene Mine 

SMP 1-6 

69.6 km: DZSCORLMNT PIPE, MIDDLE ALDRZDGE FORMATION, MOYZE 
LAKE (lbrner, Leach and Anderson) 

Pull off on west side of Highway 3 just south of guard rail at 70.1 km (Figure 1). 
Walk north 0.5 km to bold road cuts on east side of highway. A pipe-like zone of massive 
unbedded sandy siltstone cuts across a bedded sequence of turbidite silts and sands in the upper 
part of the middle Aldridge Formation (Figure 12). On the north side of the pipe the steeply 
dipping contact is sharp but very irregular and locally follows bedding contacts. This irregular 
contact suggests formation prior to Lithifieation of the sediment. Within the pipe tbe sandy silt 
is very homogenous, lacks any evidence of bedding, and locally contains fragments of siltstone 
and mudstone to 1 cm. The contact on the south side of the pipe is more diffuse and cuts 
bedding at a shallw angle near road level. The sediments within the pipe appear to have been 
fluidized and transported a distance sufficient to obscure bedding. 

Comment 

It is possible that the pipe structure fed a siltlsand volcano that erupted on the floor 
of the Aldridge lakelsea although such bedded units have not been recognized above the Moyie - . 
pipe. A thick unit of massive siltstone to fme sand wacke ("granule wacke") occurs extensively 
within the Sullivan-North Star trend (Stops 2-5 and 6) and this unit is interpreted to have erupted 
from a series of underlying pipes similar to the Moyie pipe. 

100.3 Lon: bridge over Moyie River, north end of village of Yahk 

104.7 Lon: Junction with Highway 3. Turn right (east) on Highway 3. 

Figure 12. Sketchfromphorograph of Moyie discordanrpipe exposed in roadcirr near Moyie Loke @top 1-6). View Iwking south 
from west side of roadjust north ofpipe. Exrent of marsive and locaNyfraprnenra1 rock ofpipe shown in stipple 
panern. 
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111.0 irm: GOATFELL TOURMALINITE OCCURRENCE. Prominent knob that rises 
above railway track several hundred meters south of highway is a tourmalite 
body in the middle Aldridge Formation. 

123.8 km: Village of Kitchener 

STOP 1-7 

125.3 km: MOYZE SILL, ALTERED AND FRAGMENTED ALDRZDGE FOR- 
MATION, KZKHENER (Hoy and Anderson) 

Pull off on north side of Highway 3, opposite 5-10 m high roadcuts on south side of 
highway that extend from mileage 125.2 to 125.7 km (Frgure 1). A sill complex, comprising 
hw gabbmic sills with an intervening section of altered and brecciated middle Aldridge 
quartzite is exposed near the northeast end of the roadcuts. The sill complex and associated 
brecciation at or near the top has been traced at least 3 kilometres (D. Anderson, personal 
communication, 1991). It contrasts with the basal sill contact at Stop 3 and the soft-sedlment 
features described by H6y (1989) in a lower Aldridge sill at Lamb Creek west of Moyie Lake. 

The contact of the Aldndge metasediments wrth the upper sill is sharp (Figure 13). 
The metased~ment-laver sill contact is not exposed; the laver sill outcrops approximately 130 
metres to the southwest along Highway 3. 

Only the top few metres of the metased~ment unit are exposed. It comprises altered 
biotitic qnartzite (biotite hornfelsed quartzitelgranophyre) overlain by a matrix-supported 
fragmental with of boulder-sized clasts. Lack of primary sedimentary structures, including 
bedding planes, in the altered quartzite suggests homogenization of a sediment. The quartzite 
comprises dominantly recrystallized quartz and minor saussuritized feldspar grains overgrown 
with abundant biotite and mnor plagioclase (albrte?). Disseminated epidote, minor chlorite 
and variable amounts of calcite indicate hydrothermal overprinting. The top of the metasedi- 
ment unit (Plate 4) contains an increasingly larger proportion of rounded quartzite cobbles and 
boulders floating in a granular quartzihc groundmass. Then similarity in composition to the 
gmundmass, roundness, diffuse boundaries and matrix support suggests disaggregation of a 
partly consolidated sediment. 

U9.7 km: bridge, Goat River 

133.0 km: Junction with Arrow Creek East Road. Turn north onto Arrow Creek East 

I 
Road. 

133.4 km: Junction with North Goat River Road. Take right fork (main paved route)onto 
North Goat River Road. 

STOP 1-8 

133.7 kin: ALBZTZTE, NORTH GOAT RIVER ROAD 
(litrner, Leitch and Anderson) 

Park on south (right) side of road across from prominent road cuts. The roadcut 
exposes a discordant white to pale grey massive albite ("albitite") alteration zone within a 
sandstone turbidite sequence within the middle Aldridge Formation (Figure 14). The albite 
alteration is most intense along a series of northeasterly-trending steeply dipping stmctures in 
the southern part of the road cut. Laterally, the massive discordant albitite interfingers to the 
west and east with dark green to grey chlorite-muscovite-albite altered rock. These concordant 
albitite zones occur in the thicker sandstone beds while chlorite-sericite-albite alteration occurs 
in more thin-bedded sandstone, siltstone and arglllite sequences. This relationship suggests 
fluid flaw was focused along the steep structure and spread laterally along permeable sandstone 
beds. Towards the north end of the road cut, the bedded turbidite sequence is biotitic and is 
only weakly altered. Note that these least altered sediments are distinctly iron stained (typical 
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I Figrwe 13. Photograph of roadntt (Slop 1-7) showing relafiomltips of sills to altered andfragmented middle Aldridge Formation. 

Figrrre 14. Line sketch of albitire zone, middle Aidridge Formation in roadcat at Stop 1-8. View looks west ar sortthem part of roadcut. Deme stippled 
areas are massive albitire, open stipple denotesparcly albite wit11 chlorite-mrrrcovite alteration. 771e boundaries ofdiscordont zones of 
massive albirire wit11 abundantfractures are slwwn in dashed lines. Also shown iF aplnnar lamphroplyre dyke thar appears curviplanar 
due to irregrrlar surface of roadcur. 
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of middle Aldridge strata) relative to the albite suggesting that sulphide predates the albitite 
alteration and that sulphide does not appear to have been introduced during alteration. 

The albitite is interpreted as a fault controlled alteration zone. The closest gabbro 
sill within underlying strata is exposed several kilometres to the northeast in the Iron Range. 
Hcwever, a gabbro sill occurs upslope, approximately 125 metres stratigraphically above the 
albitite. This roadcut lies within an anomalous belt of lower and middle Aldridge strata exposed 
in the Iron Range to the northeast and the Creston Ramparts to the southwest. Within the belt 
there is anunusual volume of gabbro sills, gabbro dikes, altered rock typically of albite-chlorite 
composition and fragmental rocks. Some large albitite bodies occur along the margins of 

albite-chlorite-pyrite alteration within and overlying the vent complex of the Sullivan deposit 
(Stop 2-1) has been interpreted by some workers to suggest that the albite alteration is related 
to late stage ore fluids (e.g. Hamilton er nl., 1983). Turner and Leitch (1992) recognize zoned 
envelopes of albite-chlorite-pyrite alteration around some gabbro dikes (e.g. Red die) 
underlying the Sullivan deposit and albitic alterat~on of some dikes and sills suggesting that 
alteration post-dated the local intrusion of gabbro. Turner and Leitch op cit.) suggest that 
alteration accompanied intrusion of the gabbro sill complex and that fluids were guided at least 
in part along sill and dike contacts, as well as along faults resulting in albitic alteration both 
along gabbro contacts as well as away from them (Figure 20). 

Retrace route to Kimberley. 
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DAY 2: KIMBERLEY AND ST. MARYS 

VALLEY: PROTEROZOIC HYDRO- 
THERMAL MINERALIZATION AND AL- 
TERATION 

Day 2 will focus on ore formation and sediment alteration associated with hydrother- 
mal processes by reviewing the geology of the Sullivan mine and the corridor of alteration and 
fragmentah that extends 6 to 7 kilometres south of the Sullivan mine. We will conclude with 
a view stop of the gabbro sill complex withm strata underlying the Sullivan deposit. Because 
the number of people that can be accommodated on an underground tour of the Sullivan mine 
(Trip 2A) is limited, we will mu a concurrent trip to the St. Joe prospect (Trip 2B) that exposes 
discordant fragmental, patchy tourmalin~te, and a volcanic tuff that may be an extrusive 
equivalent of the Moyie s~lls. 

Trip 2a (morning) 
0.0 kin From the traffic lights at intersection of Ross St. and Wallinger St., Kimberley, 

drive north on Wallinger St., turning left then immediately right at first stop sign. 
Follow street past switchback up hill. Continue past hospital and turn left at sign 
to Sullivan mine. Continue through gates at entrance to Sullivan mine property up 
hidl to Sullivan mine. Park in parkmg lot on left; the mine office is the fust build- 
ing past the parking lot. MINE TOURS OF THE SULLIVAN MINE MUST BE 
ARRANGED IN ADVANCE WITH THE MINE STAFF. 

STOP 2-1 

SULLWAN MINE (Sullivan mine staffi 
The Sullivan deposit is one of the largest massive sulphide base metal deposits in the 

world. It has been described well in a number of papers, recent ones including Ethier et al. 
(1976) and Hamilton et al. (1982, 1983) and in guidebooks (Hamilton et al., 1981; Ransom 
et al., 1985). Therefore, the genergl description of the deposit is only briefly treated here, 
and the focus is instead on recent studies on the vent complex ( Leitch, 1991, 1992a, 1992b; 
Leitch et al., 1991; Leitch and Turner, 1991,1992; Turner and Leitch, 1992). The following 
summary of Sullivan geology is taken directly from Hoy, in press). 

The deposit has produced in excess of 134 m~lllon tonnes of ore from an original 
deposit of more than 160 million tonnes that contained 6.5 % lead, 5.6 % zinc, 25.9 96 iron 
and 67 grams per tonne silver (to Oct, 1991). The western part of the orehody is approximately 
1000 metres indiameter andup to 100 metres thick (Figure 15). It comprises massivepyrrhotite 
with occasional wispy layers of galena, overlain by layered galena, pyrrhotite and sphalerite, 
which in turn is overlain by pyrrhotite, sphalerite, galena and minor pyrite that is intercalated 
with clastic layers. Its eastern part, separated from the more masslve western part by an 
irregular transition zone, includes five distinct conformable layers of generally well-laminated 
sulphides separated by clastic rocks. The sulphide layers thin to the east away from the transition 

I 
zone. Sub-ore grade sulphide layers of pyrite and pyrrhotite with subordinate sphalerite and 
galena persist beyond the eastern limits of the ore-grade sulphides. 

An extensive brecciated and altered zone underlies the massive western part of the 
orebody (Figure 15). Linear north-trending breccia zones, disseminated and vein sulphides, 
and extensive alteration to a dark, dense chert-like tourmaline-rich rock are conspicuous 
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Figure 16. Plan views of the Sullivan deposit showing A) disrribruion ofpyrrhorite-rich and splzalerite-galena-rich foomall rniner- 
alization, and B) disrribution of albite and inrrsco~,ite alferation in the hongingx~all, albite and chlorite in the foot- 
waU @om Leitch and Turner, 1982). 

features of thealtered footwall. Albite-chlorite-pyrite alteration is also restricted to the western 
part of the orebody, occurring in crosscutting zones in the foohvall tourmalinite, in the orebody 
i k l f  and up to 100 metres into the hanging wall (Hamilton et al., 198% Shaw and Hodgson, 
op cit.). 

The deposit is zoned, with lead + silver values decreasing toward the margin in the 
eastern part. Tm is concentrated in the western part. In general, metal distribut~on patterns 
are directly related to proximal chaotic breccia; higher absolute values of lead and silver and 
higher Pb/Zn and AgIPb ratios overlie the breccia zones (Freeze, 1966; Hamilton er ol., 1982; 
Ransom et nl., 1985). 

Sullivan is interpreted to be a hydrothermal synsedimentary deposit (SEDEX deposit) 
that formed in a small submarine basin. The western part lies directly above the conduit zone, 
the brecciated and altered footwall of the deposit. 

Comment (Leitch and Turner) 

Stratiform sediment-hosted (SEDEX) Zn-Pb deposits are characterised by bedded zinc 
and lead sulphides formed as hydrothermal sediments on the seafloor. Some stratiform deposits 
include a vent complex representing the zone of hydrothermal fluid upflow and discharge at 
the seafloor during formation of the sulphide sediments, though relatively few studies of such 
vent complexes areknown (e.g. Hamilton et d., 1982; Goodfellow and Rhodes, 1990; Turner, 
1990). As a consequence, little is known about the chemistry and temperature of fluids that 
f o d  stratiform Zn-Pb deposits. Studies in this regard include the Jason (Gardner and 
Hutcheon, 1985; 'hmer, 1990), Tom (Ansdell et al., 1989; Goodfellow and Rhodes, 1990) 
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and Wcan  (Mako and Shanks, 1984) deposits in Yukon and Northwest Temtories, and 
Silvermines (Samson and Russell, 1983) in Ireland. 

The Sullivan deposit is a classic example of a stratifonn deposit composed of a vent 
complex overlain and flanked by bedded sulphides. This deposit offers a unique opportunity 
to study both the ore-forming fluids of a SEDEX deposit and their interaction with the host 
rocks and bedded sulphides, because of its well-developed vent complex, relatively undefonned 
state, moderate metamorphic grade and extensive data from underground development and 
drilliig. The vent complex includes a massive pyrrhotite replacement body, an underlying 
tourmalinite pipe consisting of breccia, altered and fragmented strata and disseminated or 
veinlet sulphides, and albite-chlorite altered sediments in the hangingwall. Work to date on 
the tourmalinite pipe includes description (Hamilton el al., 1982), a study of the character of 
footwall veins (McAdam, 1978) and unpublished studies of alteration (summarized in Shaw 
and Hodgson, 1980; 1986). Interpretation of tourmalinite formation temperatures, based on 
oxygen isotope studies, range from less than 100°C (Nesbitt et ul., 1984) to 200-250°C (Beatty 
et al., 1988). Regional metamorphism is biotite-Mn garnet middle greenschist facies at 4#'C 
(McMechan and Price, 1982) and 2.0 kb (5.8-7.6 km depth of burial; Edmunds, 1977). 

Vent complex 
The western massive sulphide portion of the Sullivan deposit is underlain by an 

extensive, in places intensely developed, pyrrhotite~quartz-Fe carbonate stringer network in 
tourmalinite (Fig. 16; Leitch and Turner, 1992). This probably represents the major fluid 
upflow zone that formed the deposit. The network ranges from wispy, irregular veinlets that 
appear to have been emplaced in unindurated sediments at relatively early stages, to planar 
veins with increasingly abundant quartz and carbonate that appear to have formed at later stages 
of the development of the feeder zone. A crescent-shaped zone around the margins of this 
pipe is characterized by the presence of sphalerite and galena in the veinlets (Fig. 16), with 
associated tourmaline-destructive muscovite alteration. This may represent the site of late-stage 
fluid flow after sealing of the main central conduit (Fig. 17). Chlorite-dominant veins and 
alteration envelopes in the foohvall and albitechlorite-pyrite alteration in the hangingwall may 
be later, related to hydrothermal flow generated by the emplacement of mafic magma at depth 
below Moyie sills and d i e s  that are unusually abundant in the footwall of the deposit. 

Quartz, and to a lesser extent sphalerite and carbonate, in the nehwrk veins, contain 
abundant secondary or pseudosecondary fluid inclusions (Leitch, 1992a). Inclusions are not 
seen in wallrock detrital quartz grains that do not appear significantly recrystallized by the 
greenschist metamorphism. Fluids trapped in the inclusions are probably samples of the 
mineralizing fluids, in places diluted andlor reset by metamorphism. Mineralizing fluids are 
characterized as moderately saline 15-27 wt% ( N ~ C I + C ~ C ~ + ? M ~ C I I )  brines; homogeniza- 

I 
tion temperatures (Th) range from 200-3OO0C, but miy reflect metamorphism. Similar fluids 
are found at several other prospects (North Star, Quantrell and Kidstar) in Aldridge rocks but 
fluids in a quartz pod associated with a Moyie sill are of lower salinity. Dilution of the 
mineralizing brines to wt% NaCI, with mainly low but variable C02+CH4 by metamorphic 
fluids, is suspected in several generations of secondary inclusions with Th 200-350°C. Lower 
temperature secondary inclusions range from 3 to 20 wt% NaCI, Th 90-150°C. 

The extensive, in places up to several meter thick, pyrrhotite veins found in the 
footwall tourmalinitepipeappear to be main feeders to the Sullivan deposit and show similarities 
to the Stemwinder vein (Leitch and 'hmer, 1992). The high ratio of sulphide to gangue in the 
feeder veins directly underlying the Sullivan deposit and in the massive sulphides suggest a 

t 
concentrated, strong flow of fluid rich in metals combined with a minimal input of detrital 
material to the basin where sulphide precipitation and deposition was occurring. An analagous 
situation is the Red Sea Deeps, where a brine pool develops because fluids exhaled on the 
bottom in restricted basins do not mix with overlying seawater (Ramboz el al, 1988). Instead, 
they form one or two density-stratified brine layers that cool by conduction to normal seawter 
without significant loss of salinity. This is a key point, allowing hot, saline exhaled fluids at 
up to 300°C and therefore lower density than seawater, to form brine pools; regardless of the 



BRINE POOL 

Figure 17. Postulated evolution of the hydrollrennal systern, SrrIlib,an deposit (froin Leirclr and Eirner, 1992). (1) Main stage hydro- 
thermal* results in srrlphide sedirnentolion in a brine pool, \villi progressive replacernenf of srrlphides by massive 
pyrrhotite ond underlyingpyrrhorite nefwork/iorirrnalinile alteration. (2) Lute-stage ltydrotl~erinalflow is concen- 
noted ol the periphery of the rnoin vent zone giving rue lo pyrrholile-sphalerite-galena-sulphosak veinlers in the 
trmii ion zone, mompanied by mrmvire and ?Inrer chlonre. (3) Post-inineralfleidflowset up by rnagmo body 
w i n g  Moyie siLr and focused by vedicol strrmrires resril~s in albite-cl~lorite-pyrite alterotlon. 
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buoyancy of such fluids, the empirical observation is that mixing does not occur and pools 
form. Surface waters are at 30°C and bottom water is at 22'C in sucha restricted sea, compared 
to open ocean bottom temperatures of 4OC. Temperatures of Red Sea exiting fluids are not 
known, but inclusions in anhydrite veins beneath the central portion of the deeps show that 
boiling occurred, at up to 420°C (Ramboz et nl., 1988). It is possible that the first discharge 
of the hydrothermal system would be cooler than main stage discharge due to conductive 
cooling, giving rise to a higher density fluid and initiation of the brine pool, which could then 
not be perturbed by later, hotter, more buoyant fluids (McDougall, 1984). 

Such a model for the Sullivan deposit is supported by two key observations. Tbe 
exhemely finely laminated nature of the major portion of the bedded ores, in which details of 
stratigraphy can be followed for up to 2 lulometres (Hamilton et al., 1982) is suggestive of 
dewatered Red Sea muds (although plume fallout could also account for the laterally continuous 
nature of the laminae). If brines trapped m Type 1 and 2 inclusions (Leitch, 199%) represent 
the mineralizing fluids, the 15-27 wt% salinities are llke those in anhydrite veins underlying 
the Red Sea brine pools, and similar to the salinity of the brine pools (13.5-25.6%: Ramboz 
et al., 1988). Although evaporites are not known in the Belt-Purcell Basin, they may have 
been present at the base of the section, and d~ssolved during metamorphism (as postulated in 
the Broken Hill district of Australia: I. Slack et nl., unpub. manuscript). Dilute fluids 
containing a variable carbon~c component are likely a metamorphic overprint on the mineral- 
izing fluids. 

Trace metal distribution 

At the Sullivan deposit, shown in cross-section in Figure 15, the bedded sulphides are 
separated from the massive sulphides by the arcuate transition zone which overlies the eastern 
margin of the footwall tourmalinite-pyrrhotite vent zone. Several minor minerals (cassiterite, 
stannite, freibergite, arsenopyrite, bismutbian boulangerite and jamesonite, gudmundite, 
?bismuthinite, Bi-Sb alloy) rich in Sn, Ag and the semi-metals As, Sb and Bi appear 
concentrated near the transition zone in veins and disseminations with associated muscovite 
alteration (Leitch, 1992b). The distribution of Sb which is peripheral to that of As and Sn 
(Freeze, 1966; Fig. 18) may he explained by the abundance of boulangerite and lesser 

Figure 18. P h  view of Sullivan orebody showing dislribruion of rnimr rnerals (ajter Ransom, 1977 and Freeze, 1966). I 
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jamesonite in and near the transition zone. Tetrahedrite probably broadens the Sb distribution 
since it is more common and widespread than bodangerite and jamesonlte. Tetrahedrite also 
controls the distribution of Ag in the orebody; Ag is concentrated over the footwall vent zone 
inside the transition wne. Preliminary microprobe analyses suggest the principle locus of 
silver is in Freibergite rather than in solid solution in galena as suggested by Freeze (1966) and 
Hamilton et at. (1982). 

The distribution of Bi probably lies roughly inside that of Sh, since it e found in 
bmuthian bouiangerite and jamesonite, and native Bi-Sb alloy, within the area delimited by 
the transition wne. It thus mimics the distribution of arsenic (Fig. 18); the occurrence of the 
BiSb alloy with amnopyrite supports this hypothesis. T i ,  dependent primarily on the 
distribution of cassiterite, is concentrated in an annular zone inside the transition zone 
coincident with higher arsenic concentrations (Freeze, 1966; Fig. 18). Most tin is associated 
with the pyrrhotite-rich wne at the base of the orebody, with values falling off towards the 
hangingwall (Freeze, 1966). In this study both cassiterite and stannite were observed near the 
base of the deposit in footwall rocks or massive pyrrhotite, withim an area bounded by the 
transition zone. The association of tin-bearing minerals with muscovite or arsenopyrite-beanng 
crosscutting structures suggests that Sn, along with As, Bi, and possibly Sb, is related to 
late-stage upflw of hydrothermal fluids in the transition wne (Leitch and Turner, 1992). The 
association of Ag with this process is less clear, although Ag appears to be primarily controlled 
by the distribution of tetrahedrite that also contains significant amounts of Sb. 

Cd, In, TI and a portion of the Mn in the Sullivan deposit are probably contained 
within and controlled by distribution of sphalerite. Up to 0.3 wt% Cd wds detected in 
sphalerite, fiuther work is required to determine if the 0.05-0.08 % in level is real. Coincrdence 
of maximum concentrations of TI with Zn-rich areas suggests TI occurs in sphalente. Ga and 
Ge recovered in minor quantities at the Trail smelter probably are also hosted in sphalente, 
although this was not tested in this study. These elements are probably at levels too low to be 
detected except by the most rigorous microprobe analysis employmg high beam currents and 
long counting times. 

Zonation 
Preliminary analyses from limited numbers of samples suggest zoning of mineral 

compositions that give several vectors of potential use to exploration: sphalerite to higher Fe 
inside the transition wne, and both carbonate and garnet to higher Mn towards the fringes of 
the Sullivan deposit. Manganese enrichment occurs peripheral to other stratifom sediment- 
hosted Zn-Pb deposits, such as Meggen in Gennany (Gwosdz and Krebs, 1977) or Tynagh in 
Ireland (Russell, 1974), and is known to concentrate distally in the Red Sea mirds (Zierenberg 
and Shanks, 1988). This suggests elevated Mn content peripheral to the Sullivan and North 
Star deposits is due to Mn-rich exhalations. Metamorphic recrystallization has concentrated 
the Mn into certain preferred phases such as garnet and carbonate, and to a lesser extent 
tremolite, diopside, chlorite, biotite and epidote. Garnet formed preferentially during meta- 
morphism in the Sullivan-North Star altered corridor because of elevated Mn content of the 
altered strata (Leitch etal., 1991). Thus the simple picture of a manganese "halo" surrounding 
the Sullivan deposit has been modified and blurred, mainly by widespread exhalation from 
several centers surrounding the deposit, and by local metamorphic redistribution. Whole-rock 
analyses for Mn around the Sullivan deposit and in the Aldridge show complex trends possibly 
due to mobilization of Mn into variable minor carbonates (J. Hamilton, pers. comm., 1991). 

Trends are also apparent in Fe content of minerals such as chlorite, epidote and 
possibly biotite in the Sullivan-North Star deposits and surrounding altered rocks. The Fe 
contentof epidoteincreases slightly from regional unaltered rocks to the altered corridor. Also, 
Fe contents in chlorites are highest in massive sulphide samples, associated with minor 
occurrences of Fe-rich chlorite (chamosite) and biotite (lepidomelane). This is in contrast to 
the observed decrease in the Fe content of most silicates towards the center of other 
metamorphosed massive sdphide deposits, predicted due to greater affinity of sulphides for 
Fe in the competition between sulphides and silicates (Nesbitt, 1986). 
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The occurrence of anorthite in tourmalinized rocks near North Star compared to 
regional andesine or oligoclase is difficult to explain. The process of tourmalinization may 
remove NazO, resulting in feldspar enriched in CaO. Widespread albite in altered rocks in the 
hnngingwall and less commonly the footwall at Sullivan appears to be related to hot fluids 
mobilized by intrusion of Moyie sills and d i e s  and focused along vertical structures, after 
emplacement of the orebody (Turner and Leitch, 1992). 

Tourmaline as both regionally distributed, coarse, possibly detrital grains and fine 
hydrothermal needles is intermediate in composition between schorl and dravite. Coarse, pale 
yellow-brown tourmaline probably closer to dravite in composition (10% MgO: Ethier and 
Campbell, 1977) is found in (1) matrix to breccia clasts at the base of the massive pyrrhotite 
body and (2) wherealhitization has recrystallized tourmalinite in both footwall and hangingwall. 
These relations suggest that recrystallization of early formed tourmaline is by ongoing 
hydrothermalalteration and heat flow generated by Moyie sills (Turner and Leitch, 1992) rather 
than "related to unevenheat flow during metamorphism" (Ethier and Campbell, 1977, p. 2348). 
Tourmalines related to massive sulphides are distinctly Mg-rich, approaching end-member 
dravite, and are not thought to be greatly altered by subsequent metamorphism due to the 
refractory nature of tourmaline (Taylor and Slack, 1984). The compositions of regional and 
hydrothermal tourmaline are also similar, respectively, to sulphide-free tourmaline of the 
Broken Hill Group tourmalinites and sulphide-rich tourmalines of the Globe mine tourmalite 
at the northern end of the Broken Hill lode, Australia (1. Slack et nl., unpub. manuscript). 

Albite-chlorite-pyrite alteration and relationship to gabbro intrusions 
Chlorite-albite-pyrite alteration cuts the tourmalinite pipe, Sullivan orehody and 

overlying strata (Figures 15 and 19; Turner and Leitch, 1992). The root zone of this alteration 
coincides with set of dikes and sills, apophyses of the larger footwall gabbro sill (Figure 20). 
Alteration postdates intrusion as some dikes and sills are locally altered. Altered sedimentary 
rocks adjacent to gahhro are zoned from proximal albite-chlorite to chlorite-pyrite. The ascent 
of Na-rich, Mg-depleted hydrothermal fluids followed dikes in the Sullivan orehody localizing 
alhitic alteration (Figure 20). Fluids may be related to deep gahhro intrusions helm the Moyie 
sill complex. Mixing with Mg-rich seawater caused peripheral chloritic alteration, and late 
collapse of the hydrothermal system caused chloritic alteration to overprint earlier-formed 
alhitite (Figure 20). Southwest of the Sullivan mine, albite-chlorite alteration extends 200 m 
above the contact of a gabbro sill. The absence of base metals suggests albite-cblorite-pyrite 
alteration is not directly related to ore-forming processes. 

H6y (1989) suggested that the Moyie sills were intruded into unconsolidated Aldridge 
sediment and proposed the Guaymas sedimented rift basin as a modem analogy. Basalt sill 
complexes are known to intrude modem sediments to within tens of metres of the present 
seafloor @insele, 1982; Gieskes et al., 1982; Zierenberg et nl., in press). A model for 
intrusion by Einsele (1982) assumes upward-younging sills as each subsequent magma injection 
rises to the top of previously altered sediment, achieves neutral houyancy and spreads laterally. 
Such sills are only slightly younger than the sediments they intrude. One might speculate 
therefore, that the minimum age of the two gabbro sill complexes exposed southwest of the 
Sullivan mine (Leech, 1957) can be dated by the stratigraphic level of the uppermost sill of 
each complex; an older intrusive event up to the time of formation of the Sullivan deposit, and 
a younger event during middle middle Aldridge time. Such a scenario raises the larger question 
of the role of the source magma for the Moyie sills as a heat engine of fluids that formed the 
Sullivan orebody, as suggested by Hamilton (1984). Here we restrict ourselves to the possible 
relationship of intrusions to albite-chlorite-pyrite alteration. 

The upward termination or "silling out" of small gabbro dikes within or immediately 
above the Sullivan orebody, and the intrusion of the footwall sill up to the base of the orebody 
suggests that local gabbro intnision took place when the Sullivan sulphide body was only buried 
a short distance below the seafloor, as suggested by Hamilton et al., (1982). During early 
burial, the indurated footwall sediments and thick sulphide mass of the Sullivan deposit wuld 
have had a significantly higher density than overlying turbidite sediments. Magma rising 
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Figure 19. Schentafic cut-west geological cross-section illnrfroting the relonomhip of the gabbro arch to rhe Snllivan ore 
body (maiifiedfiom Homilton, 1984). 

through the indurated tourmalinized foohuall sediments and massive sulphide body achieved 
neutral bouyancy at the base of overlying partly lithified silts and muds and did not rise further. 

Many of the small dikes and sills within the Sullivan mine are altered in part to an 
albite-chlorite or chlorite-pyrite assemblage and this alteration clearly post-dates these intru- 
sions. Zoned envelopes of albite-chlorite-pyrite alteration in sedimentary rocks adjacent to 
diie and sill contacts suggest either alteration occurred during gabbro intrusion, or that later 
flow of hydrothermal fluids was localized along intrusion contacts. It is considered unlikely 
that alteration occurred during intrusion given the small size of the dikes, the significant addition 
and removal of components during alteration, the absence of such alhiteilhlorite alteration 
associated with most Moyie intrusive contacts throughout the Aldridge Formation, and the 
minimal alteration associated with modem sills intruded into wet sediments (see below). 
Albite-chlorite alteration is superimposed on tourmalinite, the massive sulphide body and 
siliciclastic strata up to the present erosional surface 150 metres above the Sullivan orebody. 
Alteration must be at least as young as these youngest altered rocks. Using modern rates of 
deposition of 100 to 2000 cml1000 years for active turbidite depocentres (e.g. Luternauer et 
al., 1983), the 150 metres of thick-bedded turbidites overlying the Sullivan deposit might 
represent between 7500 and 150 000 of years of deposition. This suggests that the youngest 
albite-chlorite alteration is at least 10 000-150 000 years younger than ore formation. 

FcmtwaU albite-chlorite altered rock, the root of the alteration zone that transgresses 
the Sullivan sulphide deposit and hangingwall, is centered on the cluster of gahbro dikes and 
sills. The position of the diie set appears to have localized the plume of rising hydrothennal 
fluids. Zoned alteration envelopes noted on individual dikes indicate fluid flow was channeled 
along intrusion margins. We presume that these dikes wuld  connect with the steeply dipping 
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discordant limb of the footwall sill at depth and that hydrothermal fluids ascended along thiis 
discordant intrusive contact (Figure 20). 

It is worth comparing these relationships with studies in the Guaymas Basin, a modem 
sedimented submarine rift zone intruded to shallow levels by sills and plugs where two types 
of hydrothermal system are recognized (Gieskes er nl., 1982). Shallow sills emplaced in the 
Guaymas Basin sediments produce relatively low-temperature (<20O0C),  shortduration 
hydrotbennal cells created by expulsion of ambient pore water (Eisele, 1982) and minor 
alteration of adjacent sediments (Gieskes et nl., 1982). However, sediments altered to a 
greenschist-facies metamorphic assemblage were intersected below 190 metres depth in a hole 
drilled to 250 metres (Kelts, 1982; Gieskes et nl., 1982). With increasing depth, turbidite 
sediment is progressively altered to anhydrite-dolomite, illite-chlorite-pyrite, chlorite-pyrite- 
calcite, and chlorite-epidote-quartz-albite-pyrrhotitephene (Kelts, 1982). This alteration is 
interpreted to reflect the upflow zone of a second much larger hydrothermal circulation system 
(300°C) driven by large magmatic intrusions at depth and recharged by deeply circulating 
seawater (Gieskes er al.. 1982). Sills can act as a lid on such deeoer fluid flow. and lead to 
lateral channelling of fluids to zones of cross-stratal permeability such as faults, fractures and 
sill margins (Einsele, 1982; Geiskes ct al., 1982). Discordant intrusive margins disrupt the 
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Figure 20. Schemmic interpreralion ofgeological ennroninenr draing fonnarion of elbire-chlorite-pyrite alteration 
(Turner and Leirch, 1992). 
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natural lateral permeability of sediments, and are wnes of cross-stratal permeability (Einsele, 
1982), as indicated by the abundance of submarine hydrothermal deposits along the margins 
of seafloor hills underlain by shaUw level sills (e.g. Zierenberg et al., in press). 

During emplacement of the Moyie syn-rift intrusive complex, hydrothermal circula- 
tion driven by intrusions below those presently exposed (sedimentary rocks adjacent to most 
sills in the Aldridge Formation are not significantly altered) is interpreted to have moved 
laterally at the base of overlying sill sheets, and ascended along fault zones such as the west 
side of the Sullivan snb-basin. At Sullivan, these fluids appear to have followed the steep 
contacts of the foohvaU sill and branchimg dike apophyses, resulting in the hydrothermal plume 
focusing upwards on the orebody and overlying strata. Maximum alteration occurs at sill 
contacts and diminishes away from them, suggesting fluid flow along and upward from the 
contact. Steeply dipping albite veinlets in the altered rocks indicate that subvertical fluid flow 
was important, possibly related to an unrecognized fault that breached the sills and allowed 
heated fluids from below the sills to rise into overlying sediments. 

Albite-chlorite alteration is distinguished by elevated Na20 (7%); chlorite-pyrite by 
elevated MgO (13%) and total Fe (29%). Both alteration types are significantly depleted in 
Si02, KzO and CaO relative to unaltered Aldridge strata (Hamilton et al., 1982). Formation 
of Mg-silicates in seafloor hydrothermal systems relqte to high temperature mixing of 
Mg-bearing seawater and Mg-depleted silica-rich hydrothermal fluids (Seyfried et al., 1988). 
Mg uptake by secondary phases makes it unlikely that seawaterderived Mg will penetrate 
significantly into the high temperature regions of submarine geothermal systems. The chloritic 
alteration at Sullivan therefore likely was produced by a seawater dominant system. Experi- 
ments by Bischoff et al. (1981) monitored the reaction of greywacke with seawater and brines 
at 350°C and 500 bars and indicate that an assemblage of chlorite-smectitee albite can form 
from heated seawater. However, the formation of extensive bodies of massive albite (i.e. 
albitite) with little chlorite likely requires brines enriched in sodium (Bischoff et a?., 1981) 
and significantly depleted in Mg and Ca, unlike seawater (Seyfried et al., 1988). Sodium 
iixing through albitization is expected in npflow zones of seafloor hydrothermal systems in 
which Si-rich, Mg-hee and Ca-depleted fluids form during high-temperahire reactions at depth 
to form e p i d o t e q u a r o r i  assemblages (Seyfried et al., 1988). Early formed proximal 
albite occurs along hydrothermal conduits surrounded by chlorite-rich assemblages, and is 
locally overprinted by late chlorite veins. This suggests albitic alteration reflects the core of 
the upflow zone of high Nal(Mg+ Ca) brines (Figure 20). On the margins of this hydrothermal 
plume, mixing with entrained Mg-rich seawater-derived intersitial fluids resulted in chlorite- 
dominant alteration. During the late stages, collapse of the hydrothermal plume allowed 
penetration of Mg-rich seawaters into the altered rock body along fractures, particularily at 
the base of the massive albite causing chloritic alteration to overprint albite. 

Trip 2b (morning) 
0.0 km Intersection of Ross St. and Wallinger St., Kimberley. Drive south on Wallinger 

(Highway 95A). 

5.8 km Intersection, St. Marys Lake Road. Continue on 95A. 

6.7 km Marymille 

153 km Junction, Wycliffe Road 

21 km Bridge over St. Marys River 

26.2 km Raiiway overpass 

28.3 km Junction of Highways 95A and 9513. Take onramp onto Highway 9513 heading 
south. Drive through Cranbrook following signs for Highway 9513 (at second 
lights turn right). 

37.4 km Travel Information Center (east side) and Jim Smith Road (west side). 

42.4 km Bluffs to west expose gahhro (H6y and Carter, 1988). 
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40.3 km Junction, unmarked gravel road (marked Fassifern Road on tree 50 m beyond rail- 
way crossing). Turn west onto Fassifern Road, cross railway tracks. Road tums 
south, then north and enters a large clearcut area. Look for dirt track that joins 
road obliquely from the southwest. 

43.3 km Junction of dirt track from southwest with gravel road. Four-wheel drive advised 
from here on. Turn west onto dirt track. Track ascends slope, at times across 
shelf rock. 

45.2 km Intersection with north-south track. Continue on track (westwards). 

45.8 km Branch track to left (just past outhouse on left). Take left branch and park. Con- 
tinue walking down branch 100 m to cleared area outcrop (Figure 1). 

STOP 2-2 

45.9 km: VOLCANIC TUFF CHANNEL COMPLEX, ST. JOE PROPERTY 
(HW 

A discordant zone of fragmentals cutting across middle Aldridge turbidites and 
siltstone is exposed in outcrop in the cleared area (Pighin, 1983). The fragmental unit has 
been trenched and cross-cutting veins have been explored by a short adit. A detailed surface 
map (Figure 21) shows that it comprises a number of fming upward cycles, each with a warse 
base that scours the underlying unit, and each generally capped by a finer grained laminated 
or massive unit. The fragmental succession pinches out to the south; its maximum thickness, 
in the northern part of the trench, is greater than 16 metres. 

Measured sections through the fragmental succession (Figure 22) clearly show the 
graded nature of individual units and truncations by successively younger units. The coarsest 
unit (Unit F) occurs near the top of the pile above the thickest part of the succession. 
Subrounded blocks up to 10 centimetres in long dimension occur within a fmer-grained granular 
matrix. Occassional clasts have well-defmed rims, comprising dominantly chlorite and minor 
plagioclase. The clasts have variable compositions and textures; none, however, are similar 
to the Moyie sills. Some clasts comprise dominantly chlorite whereas others contain feldspar 
and ?quartz phenocrysts; others comprise a granular mixture of dominantly feldspar and 
chlorite. The gronndmass is primarily broken feldspar and quartz crystals with abundant biotite 
and chlorite. This fragmental is interpreted to be a reworked tuff breccia that grades upward 
into a lapilli tuff. Blocks with rims may be fragments of pillows or, alternatively, armoured 
lapilli with probable alteration of glass to chlorite. Similarly, chloritic clasts may originally 
have k e n  glass shards. 

Other fragmental units are fmer grained but are also typically graded. They scour 
and locally deform underlying units. They are mineralogically similar to the groundmass of 
Unit F, with abundant broken feldspar and quartz crystals and numerous small angular, aligned 
chlorite-rich clasts. 

A projected section of the upper fragmental, based on the surface map and measured 
sections, is shown in Figure 23. It illustrates its cross-cutting nature and suggests deposition 
as successive surges or, more likely, as channel deposits; the inferred deep-water environment 
of the middle Aldridge precludes surge deposition. Hence, it is concluded that this fragmental 
succession comprises dominantly reworked, water-lain lapilli and crystal tuff or tuffaceons 
conglomerate and sandstone. It is the only known volcanic unit within the Aldridge Formation. 
However, as it is associated with abundant, probably comagmatic high-level sills, the Moyie 
intrusions, it may simply record phreatic explosion in a shallower water environment. But the 
presence of significant quartz, possibly even as phenocrysts, suggest a more felsic magma 
source than the Moyie sills. 
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STOP 2-3 

46.6 km: DISCORDANT BRECCIA, CARBONATE-SULPHIDE AND 
TOURMALZNITE ALTERATION, ST. JOE PROPERTY 
(R. Turner; C. Leitch) 

From parking site at upper fragmental return to main dirt track. Continue west and 
downhill 0.7 km to junction with track on left (south). Turn onto south track and park. Track 
is cwered with several deadfalls. Follow track across bottom of ravine and up other side. 
Continue for about 300 m to cleared area with low rock exposures. 

At this stop we visit an excellent exposure of a discordant breccia associated with 
anomalous carbonaceous strata and small tourmalinite bodies within the Middle Aldridge 
Formation (Pighin, 1983). The fragmental occurs withim northwest-striking, shallowly east- 
dipping strata about 700 metres southwest of, and 300 metres below the stratigraphic level of, 
the volcanic tuff of the previous stop. The fragmental lies about 150 metres above the 
stratigraphic level of a gabbro sill exposed 250 metres to the sonthwest in the valley of Kiakho 
Creek. 

The fragmental bodies occur within a carbonate-hearing dark grey wacke (Unit D, 
Figure 24) and overlying black argillaceous wacke with abundant disseminated pyrrhotite (Unit 
E, Fig. 24) that are exposed in low outcrop withim the cleared area. These units are underlain 
by a highly carbonaceous wacke (Unit B, Fig. 24), a highly unusual lithology for the Middle 
Aldridge Formation, that contains small subconcordant lenses of black and pale tourmalinite. 
The carbonaceous wacke and tourmalmites are exposed downslope to the west from the cleared 
area on cliff faces and road cuts. 
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The main fragmental body is a steeply dipping, northwest trending body 1 to 2 metres 
wide with several irregular subconcordant lenses that extend along bedding to the north and 
south. Just to the north is a massive pyrrhotite lens 4 x 0.3 m that contains lithic fragments 
and appears to be a sulphide-rich concordant breccia. The fragmental is composed of rounded 
granule to pebble sized clasts in a matrix of fine-grained wacke with larger angular clasts of 
w k e  to 30 cm. A number of rounded clasts, up to pebble size, of tourmalinite and massive 
pymhotite occur IocaUy Adjacent to the fragmental body, strata are locally veined, brecciated 
or plasticauy deformed. 

Retrace route to Kimberley 

Trip 2 (afternoon) 

Start Point 

0 Inn From the traffic lights at intersection of Ross St. and Wallinger St. in Kimberley 
drive north on WaUiiger St., turning right at first stop sign. Follow street past 
switchback up hill. Continue past hospital and torn left at sign to Sullivan mine 
(comer grocery on left at comer). Continue to gates at entrance to Sullivan mine 
property. Park on gravel pullout on left (south) side just before Cominco mine 
gate. Walk west a short distance past gate to overlook area. 

STOP 2-4 

VIEW OF NORTH STAR-SULLNAN ALTERATION-FRAGMENTAL TREND 
(nrner, Hoy, hitch) 

The view looks west across the slopes of North Star Mountain and the Kimberley Ski 
Resort (Figure 25). Altered and fragmented rocks of the Sullivan-North Star corridor are 
exposed on the lower part of the mountain and marked by the extent of brown iron stained soils 
exposed on the cleared ski runs. Altered rocks are exposed from about the halfwy point up 
the mountain to the base of the slope where they are covered by a bench of Pleistocene tills. 

The uppermost slopes of North Star Hill are underlain by unaltered east-dipping laver 
Aldridge strata cut by a variably developed steep, west-dipping cleavage (Figures 25, 26 and 
27). The westem (upper) boundary of the alteration corridor is coincident with north-trending 
mineralized structures (Midnight, Kellogg and Quantrell veins) and the stratiform and 
discordant orebodies at the North Star mine (Figures 25 and 26). Below this line, fragmental 
or massive unbedded units are common and rock variably altered and mineralized. The mine 
dumps of the North Star mine have largely been recontoured but are still visible south of the 
chairlifts. A large area (400 by 400 m) of patchy tourmalinite and elevated base metal content 
occurs to the north of the white slide that switchbacks d m  the lower slope covers the northern 
part of the lower slopes of the ski area. This toumalinite zone is onstrike with and may be 
continuous with tourmalinite that f o m  an envelope on the north-trending Stemwinder vein. 
The Stemwinder mine area is just out of view to the north on the south side of Mark Creek 
(Figure 2.5). 

Comment 
The zone of alteration within the lower Aldridge Formation, 6 km long by up to 2 km 

wide, extends south-southeashwd from the Sullivan deposit to the North Star Hill area. The 
northdipping Kimberley fault, estimated to have over 2500 m of net normal slip, truncates 
this alteration zone to the north. The zone is characterized by (1) widespread feldspar-destmc- 
tive muscovite alteration, (2) increased disseminated pyrrhotite, (3) abundance of fragmental 
rocks, and (4) scattered pynhotite-pyrite-sphalerite-galena veinlets. Within the zone are areas 
up to 100s of metres in dimension of tourmalinite and albite-chlorite-pyrite alteration. The 
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Figure 25. View looking west of Nonh Stur Hill and Sullivon - N@Hh Star corridorfrom Sullivan mine road (Stop 2-41. 
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Figure 26. Geologic map of Sullivan - Norrh Star lrend (Hay, in press). 
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shallowest gabbro sill underlying the Sullivan orebody forms an anomalous arch along a NNW 

trend that is shallowly oblique to the trend of the alteration zone. Associated with the gabbro 

arch is an anomalous development of granophyre alteration of adjacent sediments. Within the 

alteration zone are five types of sulphide occurrence: (1) stratiform lead-zinc sulphides 

(Sullivan, North Star); (2) north-trending massive pyrrhotite f Zn, Pb, Ag, Cu, Sn veins 

(Stemwinder, scattered small veins including some immediately underlying the Sullivan 

masrive pyrrhotite body); (3) north trending quartz-chlorite-carbonatepyrrhotite-pyrit 

Pb-Ag veins (e.g. QuantreU, Midnight, Kellogg); (4) pyrrhotite vein stockwork (e.g. underly- 

ing Sullivan massive pyrrhotite body); and (5) dispersed and widespread disseminated and 

veinlet pyrrhotite f Zn, Pb, Cu, Ag. 

Return to intersection of Ross and WaUinger in downtown Kimberley. 

Start Point 

0.0 km Ross St. and Wallinger St., Kimberley, B.C. Drive west on Ross St. following 
signs to Kimberley Ski area. Drive up switch backs, past Happy Hans Camp- 
ground. Stay left at fork to Purcell, Rocky Mountain and Silver Birch Condomin- 
iumlchalets. k right onto road to ski lodge. Drive north on road to large 
parking area on north side of ski lodge complex. 

Figure 28. Schematic diagram of averaged modal mineralogy (abnndances in per cent) for altered and llmllered rocks in 
the vicinily of Sullivan-North Star corridor. L = altered lower Aldridge, T = tormnalinite, M.S. = mas- 
sive sufiide. 
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STOP 2-5 

SULLNAN - NORTH STAR CORRIDOR (lhrner; Leitch, Hoy) 
Laver Aldridge feldspathic greywacke, siltite and argillite, within a zone extending 

6 km south from and stratigraphically lower than the Sullivan orebody, are variably altered to 
muscovite-pyrite and tourmalinite assen~blages which include variable quartz, muscovite, 
epidote, tourmaline, pyrite and pyrrhotite, lesser sphalerite and galena, and rare chalcopyrite 
and arsenopyrite (Figure 28; Leitcb ef nl., 1991). Metamorphic grade in these rocks is middle 
greenschist, as indicated by the assemblage quartz-muscovite-Mg chlorite-albite-microcline- 
biotite-epidotegarnet, whereas Fe-chlorite appears to be retrograde. Garnet, probably man- 
ganiferous, occurs only within altered rocks and likely reflects hydrothermal Mn enrichment 
of the original sediment. The presence of garnet provides an indicator of altered rocks, where 
other macroscopic criteria are lacking. Other more restricted exploration criteria such as 
abundant sulphides, tonrmalinite and massive non-bedded or fragmental rocks can focus 
exploration within the garnet-bearing zone. Epidote-tremolite "granophyric" alteration is 
developed adjacent to Moyie sills. 

Altered rocks in the Sullivan-North Star trend are distinguished from unaltered 
equivalents by the near absence of feldspars and the collective abundance of chlorite, epidote, 
garnet, tourmaline and sulphides Fig. 28). The major minerals present in almost all samples 
(altered and unaltered) are quartz, muscovite and biotite. The only exceptions are a suite of 
(clio)wisite-tremolite bearing rocks that may have undergone 'granophyre" alteration near 
a Moyie sill west of the Sullivan-North Star trend and rocks where biotite has been converted 
to chlorite andlor muscovite. 

Quartz grains, commonly 25 m to 0.2 mm size (silt to fine sand; rarely to 0.8 mm), 
retain their detrital size and shape with only minor overgrowths and suturing of boundaries. 
There is no clear evidence for addition of hydrothermal silica to altered rocks. The stable 
detrital character of quartz is shown by its almost constant abundance in all samples (until 
swamped by hydrothermal input in the massive sulphides of the North Star deposit: (Fig. 28). 
Muscovite most commonly occurs as abundant fme (50 m) subhedral flakes interstitial to the 
quartz grains, forming a matrix to them and locally imparting a weak to moderate foliation to 
the rock; minor coarse (0.1-0.5 mm) euhedral flakes are also scattered through the rock. Biotite 
is distinct by its occurrence as coarse (?porphyroblastic) 0.1-0.2 mm subhedral to euhedral 
books and flakes. It has deep brown pleochroism except where bleached or interleaved by 
muscovite and chlorite; aggregates of biotite and quartz locally create a "spotted" texture. 

Feldspars (microcline and plagioclase) can form up to 20% of the unaltered rock, but 
are less abundant in altered rocks and massive sulphides, reflecting destructionlswamping by 
hydrothermal processes. In thin section; microcline has "grid" twinning and forms anhedral 
to subhedral, 25 m to 0.1 mm grains concentrated along bedding-parallel "sweat" veins grading 
to "clots", disseminated, on crosscutting fractures, or in some samples, euhedral laths of 
uncertain origin. Plagioclase is rarely identifiable, except where polysynthetic twinning is 
visible in coarser (0.1 mm) grains in bedding-parallel "sweats" or between quartz grains. 
Grains large enough for optical determination of composition are limited, hut where 0 b s e ~ e d  
are albite (Ans-8). "Plagioclase" is differentiated from albite by a refractive index greater than 
quartz; where probed, it ranges from andesine (An38) in unaltered rocks to anorthite (An92) 
in partly tourmalinized rocks (Leitch, 1992b). 

Detrital accessory minerals such as sphene, allanite, apatite, rutile, and carbonaceous 
matter also appear to be less abundant in altered rocks. Sphene, as subhedral grains up to 0.25 
mm diameter, averages 3% in unaltered rocks but only 1 % in altered rocks. Rutile, which 
replaces sphene and quartz as minute (10-25 m) euhedral needles, is more common in the 
altered rocks. Ilmenite forms subhedral grains up to 0.1 mm, commonly associated with sphene 
and pyrrhotite in the most altered rocks such as tourtnalinite. However, at Sullivan sphene is 
part of the alteration assemblage (Leitch and Turner, 1991) and, along with apatite, is possibly 
remobilkxi rather than destroyed by alteration. Apatite forms clouded, euhedral prisms up 
to 50 m long in unaltered sediments but, as at Sullivan, in altered rocks it forms coarser (to 
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0.1 mm) clear subhedral grains. Carbon is found as minute (often m) grains interstitial to all 
other minerals, concentrated in layers in unaltered rocks but ?remobilized into round clots or 
balls in altered m k s ;  carbon abundances are slightly less in altered rocks. Zircon is difficult 
to identify due to similarity to allanite and sphene, but apears more common in altered rocks 
where it forms clear euhedral stubby prisms to 40 m long that lack pleochroic haloes in adjacent 
biotite or chlorite. Magnetite is not often identified in lower Aldridge rocks (however, 
Edmunds, 1977 describes magnetite associated with chloritization and carbonation). 

Chlorite occurs mainly as a retrograde replacement of biotite. It forms subhedral 
flakes interleaved with musuwite and relict biotite, lacking the distinctive anomalous birefrin- 
gence or pleochroism that would suggest an Fe-rich or magnesian composition. In a few cases, 
Fe-chlorite occurs as euhedral metacrysts up to 2 mm long. Minor Fe-chlorite with purple 
anomalous birefringence is associated with iron sulphides, particularly pyrite; this probably is 
a retmgrade equilibration around the sulphides. This effect is also seen in radiation damaged 
haloes around allanite crystals (no monazite has yet been identified by SEM or probe studies; 
all the radiactive mineral grains investigated are allanite; cf: Schandl and Gorton, 1992). 

Carbonate is more abundant in unaltered rocks, where it occurs as subhedral 0.25 
mmgrahs that aremainly calcite or dolomite. In altered rocks it is absent; however, in massive 
sulphides it is present as inclusions of anhedral ankerite and ?siderite. Calcite or rarely 
dolomite with a similar habit, is present in Sullivan ore, possibly due to late chlorite-pyrite- 
calcite alteration (Hamilton et al., 1983). 

Chlorite in the "clots" or spots of alteration minerals is magnesian, forming coarse 
euhedral flakesup to 0.5 mm diameter similar to those seen in contact with the massive orebody 
at Sullivan (h i tch  and Turner, 1991). Epidote abundance (1-3 % in unaltered sediments) is 
clearly elevated in altered lower Aldridge rocks, especially in tourmalinite (7-13%). Epidote 
occurs principally in the clots of altered rocks, as subhedral grains up to 0.3 mm diameter 
lacking pleochmism, suggesting low Fe clinozoisite. Samples separated as "granophyre" in 
Figure 28 contain abundant zoisite (deep blue anomalous birefringence) and clinozoisite as 
subhedral crystals up to 0.5 mm, plus tremolite as bladed laths up to 1 mm long in a distinctive 
assemblage thathasa more recrystalliied texture than the majority of sediments studied. These 
samplesliewell outside the Sullivan-North Star trend, but may bepart of wet sediment alteration 
related to intrusion of nearby Moyie sills (cf. Hoy, 1989). 

Garnet is present in almost all altered lower Aldridge samples from within the 
Sullivan-North Star trend but absent from the samples studied from outside the trend. Gamets 
in unaltered Aldridge metasediients are not common elsewhere (Edmunds, 1977). However 
they do occur locally in some samples from the core of the Moyie anticline near the St. Eugene 
mine. Garnet is also absent from samples close to or overlying the Sullivan orebody. Gamets 
occur as euhedral crystals up to 2 mm diameter with sieve texture due to inclusions of quartz, 
and less commonly as anhedral masses in bed-parallel veins. Gamets are manganiferous (to 
22% MnO; hi tch,  1992b). 

Tourmaline has two distinct forms in the altered rocks: (1) 1-5% coarse (up to 0.4 
mm) euhedral prisms of greenish-brown to slate-blue (Fe-rich), or lesser yellow-brawn 
(Mg-rich) intermediate dravite-schorl (Leitch, 1992b), and (2) up to 25% extremely fme (5-15 
m), felted pale greenish needles also intermediate in composition behveen schorl and dravite 
(Ethier and Campbell, 1977). Fine-grained tourmaline replaces feldspar grains interstitial to 
the detrital quartz as well as the margins and some centers of other minerals, including quartz, 
biotite, garnet and epidote. The coarse tourmaline is similar to detrital schorl present in 
unaltered sediments. Fine-grained tourmaline characterizes the tourmalinite samples and 
reflects hydrothermal alteration. 

Sulphide abundance increases progressively from unaltered rock to altered rock to 
tourmalinite to massive sulphide. The variety of base metal sulphides increases with increasing 
sulphide abundance such that assemblages include not only sphalerite but also galena, 
chalcopyrite, and finally arsenopyrite (and rare native Bi). Pyrite, as euhedral cubes to 0.5 
mmacross, isgenerally moreabundant than pyrrhotite, except in tourmalinite, wherepyrrhotite 



is dominant. F'yrrhotite f o m  subhedral aggregates of 0.25 mm grains; it is commonly o x i d i i  
to lamellar marcasite-pyrite. All Fe-sulpbides in surface samples show some replacement by 
limonite. Sphalerite, with red-brown colour indicating moderate Fe content similar to that at 
Sullivan, and galena form subhedral to anhedral grains up to 0.35 mm across. Chalcopyrite 
and arsenopyrite occur as minor anhedral blebs and eubedral rhombs respectively, up to 0.1 
mm across, within the other sulfides; minute (25 m) rounded blebs of possible native Bi (Leitch, 
1992h) are rare. 

Return to intersection of Ross and Wallinger in downtown Kimberley. 

0.0 Ian Traffic lights at intersection of Ross St. and Wallinger St., Kimberley, B.C Drive 
south on Wallinger (Highway 95A), which becomes Warren St. 

5.8 km Turn right (west) on St. Mary Lake Road. Road climbs thick glacial deposits. Pit 
at top of hill exposes east-dipping forset beds in Pliestocene gravels. 

9.5 km Kimberley city limits 

10.8 km ALTERED GABBRO-SEDIMENT CONTACT Low outcrops on right (north) 
side of road expose contact between gabbro and lower Aldridge interbedded silt- 
stone and argillite. A thin zone of albitized sedimentary rock occurs along the 
lower gabbro contact. The upper contact is obscured by coarse biotite-quartz-feld- 
spar alteration of sediment and chlorite-amphibole alteration of gabbro. 

STOP 2-6 

0.0 km VIEW OF GABBRO SILL COMPLEX, LOWER ALDRIDGE 
FORMATION, BOOTLEG MOUNTAIN, ST. MARY VALLEY 
(Tbrner, Hoy and Anderson) 

Park along west side of road below "Y" junction. Walk back 50 m to junction of 
track on east side that runs east into clearcut. There is a good view to the north from the 

Figure 29. Sketch of gabbro sill comnpla in lolver Aldridge Fonnation. Bootleg Monntain (Stop 2-6). 
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clearcut area. Bootleg Mountain, the dominant peak to the north, exposes about 3000 metres 
of lower Aldridge strata intruded by the gabbro sill complex. The stratigraphic level of the 
Sullivan horizon is about 2000 m above the uppermost sill exposed (Figure 29). The aggregate 
thickness of gabbro exposed in this section is estimated as 10M) m within a sequence 3000 m 
thick. The base of the section is not exposed; to the east in the valley of Mathew Creek, the 
lower Mdridge is metamorphosed to sillimanite-garnet-bearing quartz-mica schists. Metamor- 
phism is interpreted as coeval with folds and cleavage cut by the HellRoaring Creek stock 
(Leech, 1958), dated as 1340 Ma (Ryan and Blenkinsop, 1971). This Proterozoic deformation 
isnamed East Kootenay Orogeny by MecMechan and Price (1982). The lower Aldridge section 
is juxtaposed against the higher grade metamorphic rocks along a mylonitic fault zone (P. 
Ransom, personal communication). 

Comment 
The large volume of gahbro sills in the stratigraphic interval underlying the Sullivan 

deposit begs the question as to the role of sill emplacement in ore formation and rock alteration. 
Leech (1958) recognized two sets of gabbro sills in the St. Mary valley. The lower sill complex 
occurs throughout the exposed 3000 m of lower Aldridge strata and has an aggregate thickness 
of 1000 metres; a laver cluster of sills in Aldridge strata are also well exposed southwest of 
the Sullivan mine (Leech, 1957). The stratigraphically highest sills in the complex are just 
below the contact with the overlying middle Aldridge Formation, the stratigraphic level of the 
Sullivanorebody. A second, smaller sill complex occurs near the middle of the middle Aldridge 
Formation. 

H6y (1989) suggested that the Moyie sills were intruded into unconsolidated Aldridge 
sediment and pmposed the Guaymas sediiented rift basin as a modem analogy. Basalt sill 
complexes are known to intrude modem sediments to within tens of meters of the present 
seafloor (Eiisele, 1982; Gieskes et al., 1982). A model for intrusion by Einsele (1982) assumes 
upward-younging sills as each subsequent magma injection rises to the top of previously altered 
sediment, achieves neutral bouyancy and spreads laterally. Such sills are only slightly younger 
than the sediments they intrude. One might speculate therefore, that the minimum age of the 
hw gabbm sill complexes exposed southwest of the Sullivan mine (Leech, 1957) can be dated 
by the stratigraphic level of the uppermost sill of each complex: an older intrusive event up 
to the time of formation of the Sullivan deposit, and a yonnger event during middle Aldridge 
time. Such a scenario raises the larger question of the role of the source magma for the Moyie 
sills as a heat engine of fluids that formed the Sullivan orebody, as suggested by Hamilton 
(1984). 
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